Grade and Citizenship Sheet:

Name: _____________________

Grading: Grades will be posted on PowerSchool. I try to keep them updated on a daily basis.





Behavior
10 points on task
5 points had to be warned to get back on
task
0 points either sent to intervention table or
to ISS room to cool down.

Work (each day on the assignment)
 10 points basic mastery of material
 7 points shows understanding of material
but needs some help.
 5 points Please come for help you do not
understand the material.

Late work or lost work: Any work not turned in the day it is due
(including if you were absent) can be only turned in to me before school
starts (no later than 8:40) or after school (check to see if I am available).
If for some reason you lose your paper you are given 3 lost paper passes per quarter.
There is no penalty for any late work as long as you get it to me before the start of the
next unit. Once the next year starts then any work prior to it cannot be turned in.
Absences: When absent if 20 points were given that day 10
points will go into the gradebook until you come in before or after
school to make up the work you missed. Remember if you
neglect to come in your grade for that day is 10 out of 20 points.
Please make up all work prior to the start of the next unit. Long
term absences will be dealt with on individual basses’ but you
need to talk to me outside of the class regarding what needs to be
done concerning your grade.
Extra credit points may be awarded at times.
HELP! If you are in need for help please come and see me. I am not available during
lunch period as this is my only free time, but I am here most days before school and
after school. I will post when I am available.
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Homework that is Collected and All other work:
(labs/ worksheets/ class activities)
Scoring: For each day working on an assignment: 10 points
(mastery) 7 points (Almost there, but some minor mistakes) 5 points
(You tried but are still in the fog when it comes to understanding the
material. Seriously think about coming for help.) Remember if I NEVER
RECEIVE your work it goes in the grade book as a ZERO.
_____ (# days on assignment) x ______ (10/ 7/ 5) = _________ total pts.
Exams: Points on all exams will vary depending on the exam being administered.
Table Points: All tables at the start of a unit start with 10 points. Extra credit points can
be earned on a daily basis. The students at each table(s) with the highest point totals
will also receive a prize at the end of the unit. The purpose of the table points is to
force students to work together as a group on a daily basis. New seating charts will
be made at the start of a new unit.

Citizenship Grade:
Expectations for Citizenship:

Outstanding
 Good
attendance
 No more than
2 unexcused
tardies.
 On task and
prepared for
class.
 Respectful to
all
 Completes
most of
assigned
work earning
an A/ B in
class.
 Goes beyond
what is
expected

Satisfactory
Unsatisfactory
 Good
 Poor
attendance
attendance
 No more than
 More than 4
3 unexcused
unexcused
tardies
tardies per
quarter
 Most of the
time is on
 Frequently off
task and
task and not
prepared.
prepared.
 Completes
 Earning a D/
most of work
F in class
to maintain at
 Received a
least a C
referral or in
average.
class
 No referrals
detention
or assigned
detentions
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